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Abstract

Speech interaction systems have been gaining popularity in
recent years. The main purpose of these systems is to gen-
erate more satisfactory responses according to users’ speech
utterances, in which the most critical problem is to analyze
user intention. Researches show that user intention conveyed
through speech is not only expressed by content, but also
closely related with users’ speaking manners (e.g. with or
without acoustic emphasis). How to incorporate these het-
erogeneous attributes to infer user intention remains an open
problem. In this paper, we define Intention Prominence (IP)
as the semantic combination of focus by text and emphasis
by speech, and propose a multi-task deep learning framework
to predict IP. Specifically, we first use long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) which is capable of modeling long short-term
contextual dependencies to detect focus and emphasis, and
incorporate the tasks for focus and emphasis detection with
multi-task learning (MTL) to reinforce the performance of
each other. We then employ Bayesian network (BN) to in-
corporate multimodal features (focus, emphasis, and location
reflecting users’ dialect conventions) to predict IP based on
feature correlations. Experiments on a data set of 135,566
utterances collected from real-world Sogou Voice Assistant
illustrate that our method can outperform the comparison
methods over 6.9-24.5% in terms of F1-measure. Moreover,
a real practice in the Sogou Voice Assistant indicates that our
method can improve the performance on user intention un-
derstanding by 7%.

Introduction

Recently speech interaction systems such as Apple Siri1,
Google Now2 and Sogou Voice Assistant3 have become
widespread in all segments of society. Statistics from Mi-
crosoft indicate that more than 70% of the subscribers use

Copyright c© 2017, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

1http://www.apple.com/ios/siri
2http://www.google.com/landing/now
3http://yy.sogou.com

these systems more than once a week4. In these systems, the
key point to determine quality of service (QoS) and user ex-
perience is to understand user intention accurately and pro-
vide more satisfactory responses (Chen 2004). At present,
these systems mainly generate responses by text-based nat-
ural language processing (NLP) (Bellegarda 2013). The fo-
cus determined by keywords of text is among the main fea-
tures in most studies to understand user intention (Duan et
al. 2008). However, the utterance with the same texts may
carry different user intentions. As the example shows in Fig-
ure 1, two users’ speech utterances have different acoustic
emphasis but have the same texts. For case 1, the user em-
phasizes the word ‘iPhone 7’, the corresponding intention is
‘I want to buy iPhone 7 at Xidan, but stores at other places
are OK if iPhone 7 is not on sale at Xidan’. For case 2, the
user expresses the intention ‘I want to buy iPhone 7 at Xi-
dan, but other mobile phones are OK if iPhone 7 is not on
sale’ by emphasizing the word ‘Xidan’. For speech inter-
action systems, the incorporation of acoustic emphasis can
provide more accurate understanding of the user’s underly-
ing intention, thus providing more related responses. This
semantic supplementation phenomenon expressed by em-
phasis has also been reported in (Chakravartty 2001), which
inspires us to consider whether we can combine focus with
emphasis to improve the accuracy of user intention under-
standing.

Motivated by this, in this paper, we define Intention
Prominence (IP) as the semantic combination of focus by
text and emphasis by speech that determines the underly-
ing intention within an utterance. However, integrating fo-
cus and emphasis is a non-trivial task. To incorporate these
heterogeneous attributes for user intention understanding,
we propose a multi-task deep learning framework to pre-
dict IP from speech, as illustrated in Figure 2. In particu-
lar, we use long short-term memory (LSTM) to model the
textual and acoustic information for focus and emphasis de-
tection, respectively. LSTM has achieved state-of-the-art re-

4http://www.wtoutiao.com/p/ob5qG4.html
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Figure 1: Influence of emphasis on user intention under-
standing leading to different responses. In this figure, the
words in blank and shadowed boxes are focus and empha-
sis, respectively, and the blue curve in the spectrogram plots
the pitch contour of each utterance.

sults in various sequence processing tasks given its capabil-
ity in leveraging long short-term contextual dependencies.
Besides, our observation finds that focus and emphasis are
consistent to a large degree, which indicates the two modal-
ities may share some latent patterns. To leverage the shared
patterns for modeling, we use multi-task learning (MTL)
to reinforce the performance of focus and emphasis detec-
tion for each other. Furthermore, in human-mobile interac-
tion scenarios, there are tremendous amounts of users. Due
to the divergence of language habits, they may use different
speaking ways to express intentions for the same thing. Mo-
tivated by this, we further incorporate location information
that reflects users’ dialect conventions with focus and em-
phasis. By virtue of Bayesian network (BN), it can take into
account feature dependencies to improve the accuracy of IP
prediction. Finally, we propose an unsupervised method us-
ing sparse auto-encoder (SAE)5 to obtain the robust repre-
sentations of input data before we fed the input to the LSTM
hidden layers.

Experiments on a data set of 135,566 Mandarin utterances
collected from real-world Sogou Voice Assistant illustrate
that our proposed method can significantly improve the F1-
measure for intention prominence prediction by 6.9-24.5%
over the comparison methods. The feature contribution anal-
ysis also shows that besides focus by text, the emphasis by
speech can achieve 2.8% improvement while the location
can further enhance the performance by 3%.

Related Work

The use of textual information for user intention understand-
ing has become a hot topic in natural language understand-
ing (NLU) field. Existing methods mainly focus on classify-
ing user intention into limited discrete categories. For exam-
ple, (Deng et al. 2012) classified user intention into several
semantic categories (Find Flight, Show Weather, etc.) and
used kernel deep convex networks for spoken language un-
derstanding. (Shen et al. 2011) used sparse hidden-dynamics
conditional random fields (SHDCRFs) to predict user inten-
tion based on users’ dynamic actions. (Wang et al. 2015)
proposed a graph-based semi-supervised approach to infer
intent categories for tweets.

There are also some works focusing on inferring user
intention from acoustic information. For instance, (Savino

5http://ufldl.stanford.edu/wiki/index.php

and Refice 2000) proposed to utilize acoustic cues such
as F0 shape and duration to classify communicative inten-
tions in dialog systems. (Matsubara et al. 2002) presented
an example-based method for inferring speaker’s intention.
(Irie et al. 2004) used a decision tree learning method to un-
derstand speech intention based on a spoken dialog corpus.

However, there never exists methods to incorporate the
two modalities. Different from various previous researches,
our proposed method mainly dedicates to integrating the
acoustic information with textual information for intention
prominence prediction to generate more satisfactory re-
sponses in real-world speech interaction systems.

Problem Formulation

In this section, we first give several necessary definitions and
then formulate the problem of predicting intention promi-
nence within users’ utterances. Given a set of utterances U,
for an utterance ui ∈ U, we denote ui = {ai, ti, li} where
ai = {a1i , a2i , ..., aNi

i } and ti = {t1i , t2i , ..., tNi
i } are the set

of acoustic and textual features extracted at syllable level re-
spectively, and Ni is the number of syllables of ui. li is user’s
location information by city (e.g. Beijing, Shanghai) inf-
fered from the GPS information. Specifically, for each sylla-
ble uj

i of ui (1≤ j ≤ Ni), we use a Dp dimensional vector
aji = 〈aji1, aji2, ..., ajiDp

〉 to indicate uj
i ’s acoustic features

(e.g. logarithmic F0, duration, energy and their statistic fea-
tures), and a Dq dimensional vector tji = 〈tji1, tji2, ..., tjiDq

〉
to indicate uj

i ’s textual features (e.g. pronunciation features,
prosodic features).

Definition 1. Focus. We adopt textual features to detect fo-
cus. Following previous works, we define focus of an utter-
ance as a set of prosodic words or phrases that encode prag-
matically and semantically salient information (Zhang et al.
2006). Generally, whether the current syllable of ui is focus
can be viewed as a binary classification problem. Therefore,
we denote the focus categories as Fc={focal,neutral}.

Definition 2. Emphasis. We utilize acoustic features to
detect emphasis. In previous researches, emphasis is repre-
sented as prominence of part of the words, phrases or even
sentences. In (Tamburini 2003), according to the salient level
of the current syllable, the emphasis of Chinese words can
be divided into emphatic and neutral. Hence, the emphasis
categories can be denoted as Ec={emphatic,neutral}.

Definition 3. Intention prominence. In this paper, we de-
fine intention prominence as the combinaiton of focus and
emphasis that carries the core information and specifies user
intention within the speech. Actually, whether a syllable of
ui is intention prominence can be considered as a classifi-
cation problem. Thus, we denote the intention prominence
categories as Ic={prominent,neutral}. In addition, we define
the intention prominence of ui as Di.

Problem. Labeling each syllable of the utterances with
intention prominence. The proposed multi-task deep learn-
ing framework is implemented through 2 steps. 1) Learning
a focus and emphasis detection model P : U = {ui}i =

{ai, ti, li}i → {P (fc|tji ), P (ec|aji )}ji , where P (fc|tji ) and
P (ec|aji ) are the focus and emphasis probability of uj

i .
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Figure 2: Overview of our method for user intention understanding which mainly focuses on the parts in red box.

2) Learning a intention prominence prediction model M :
{P (fc|tji ), P (ec|aji ), li}ji → {Di}i, where fc ∈ Fc, ec ∈
Ec,D

j
i ∈ Ic.

Data Observation

The definition of intention prominence indicates that the
performance of intention prominence prediction largely de-
pends on the accuracy of focus and emphasis detection. How
can we improve the accuracy of focus and emphasis detec-
tion? In this work, we conducted a data observation to reveal
the implicit relation between focus and emphasis.

Data set. The raw data set includes 135,566 Mandarin ut-
terances provided by Sogou Voice Assistant. Each utterance
is assigned with its raw speech, the corresponding speech-to-
text information with a word error rate (WER) of 5.5% and
user’s location (city only). We randomly chose 2,000 utter-
ances, and invited 3 human labelers to mark the focus, em-
phasis and intention prominence of each utterance at syllable
level. Specifically, focus is labeled from the key concept of
the utterance while emphasis is labeled according to audi-
tory perception (e.g. higher F0 or energy, longer duration,
etc). Then intention prominence is labeled as the combina-
tion of focus and emphasis of the corresponding utterance.
When the labelers had different opinions, they stopped and
had a discussion until they reached an agreement.

Patterns. To investigate the relation between focus and
emphasis, we first analyzed the distribution of focus and em-
phasis. Specifically, there are 1.2 foci in each utterance on
average, and 57% of the utterances have emphasis.

We further concluded the relation patterns between focus
and emphasis in the same utterance and summarized the fol-
lowing five typical patterns in Figure 3.

Pattern 1. Emphasis and focus are consistent. The propor-
tion of this pattern is 68.76%.

Pattern 2. The subject of the sentence will obtain empha-
sis while focus is on the object. The proportion of this pat-
tern is 8.46%.

Pattern 3. The attribute before the object will obtain em-
phasis while focus is on the object. The proportion of this
pattern is 2.11%.

Pattern 4. The object will obtain emphasis while focus is

Figure 3: Relation patterns between focus and emphasis.

Figure 4: The framework of multi-task learning (MTL) for
focus and emphasis detection.

on the subject. The proportion of this pattern is 5.29%.
Pattern 5. The focus sensitive operators (the adverbs or

modal verbs) will obtain emphasis while focus connected
with them will not. The proportion of this pattern is 15.38%.

Summarization. From Figure 3, we can see that although
focus and emphasis come from text and acoustic information
respectively, the positions of them in utterances are consis-
tent to a large degree. Besides, focus and emphasis usually
present a certain modified relation in utterances. These find-
ings inspire us to introduce multi-task strategy to better
capture the relations between focus and emphasis for in-
tention prominence prediction.

Our Approach

Based on the findings, we formulate the problem of intention
prominence prediction in a multi-modal multi-task model.
To compare with previous works, our technique contribu-
tions are in three aspects: 1) different from (Deng et al. 2012;
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Wang et al. 2015) which classify user intention as discrete
categories, we focus on combining focus with emphasis to
generate more related responses in speech interaction sys-
tems, and propose a unified framework for user intention
understanding. 2) different from (Ning et al. 2015), for the
emphasis detection task, we utilize LSTM to model contex-
tual dependencies which emphasis detection mainly relies
on, and use bottleneck features to yield the compact repre-
sentations; 3) to leverage the large-scale of unlabeled data,
we adopt SAE to obtain robust representations of the input.

Multi-task Deep Learning for Focus and Emphasis
Detection

Figure 4 shows the framework of multi-task deep learning
for focus and emphasis detection. In this figure, SAE is used
to generate the robust representations for input textual or
acoustic features. LSTM is used to extract the bottleneck
features which are closely related with focus and emphasis.
Then the fusion of textual and acoustic bottleneck features
are fed to shared LSTM hidden layers with MTL for focus
and emphasis detection to derive the probability of focus and
emphasis for each syllable.

Learning Robust Representations of Input. To leverage
the large-scale of unlabeled data, we propose an unsuper-
vised model to learn the robust representations of the input
features with SAE. The advantage of SAE is that even when
the number of hidden units is large (perhaps even greater
than the dimension of input data), we can still discover a ro-
bust structure, by imposing other constraints on the network.

The objective of SAE is to learn a function hW ′,b′ ≈ x′,
so as to output x̂′ that is similar to x′ . Given the activation
a
(2)
j (x′) of the hidden unit j when the network is given a

specific input x′, the objective function of SAE is denoted:
Jsparse(W

′, b′) = J(W ′, b′) + β

s2∑
j=1

KL(ρ‖ρ̂j) (1)

with

J(W ′, b′) =
[ 1

m

m∑
i=1

1

2

( ‖ hW ′,b′(x
′(i))− x′(i) ‖ )]

+
λ

2
‖ ξ ‖2

(2)

where Eqn. (2) is the loss function of auto-encoder (AE)
without sparsity constraints. In this equation, ‖ ξ ‖ is the
L2-norm of all weight matrices of AE, m is the number of
training samples and λ is a weight decay parameter; The
second term in Eqn. (1) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence between two Bernoulli random variables with mean
ρ and ρ̂j respectively, and ρ is a sparsity parameter (typi-
cally a small value close to 0, in our case, we set it to 0.05).
s2 is the number of hidden units, and β controls the weight
of the sparsity penalty term. To train SAE, we use the back
propagation (BP) algorithm to minimize equation (1). After
training this model, we use the output of the hidden layer of
SAE as the input of the LSTM.

Extracting Task Related Compact Features. For the
same prosodic words, when they are in different contexts,
the probabilities to become focus or emphasis are different.
That means focus or emphasis is closely related with its con-
texts. However, traditional contextual models such as condi-

tional random fields (CRFs) and window based methods can
only model dependencies with limited and fixed time ranges.
To address this problem, (Graves 2012) proposed LSTM to
bridge long time lags and this approach has shown state-of-
the-art performance in many classification tasks (Sutskever
et al. 2015). Motivated by this, we adopt the LSTM frame-
work to model textual and acoustic features for extracting
bottleneck features related to focus and emphasis.

Given an input sequence x = (x1, x2, ..., xT ) (x could
be the robust representations of textual or acoustic fea-
ture vectors), this model computes the hidden vector se-
quence h = (h1, h2, ..., hT ) and outputs vector sequence
y = (y1, y2, ..., yT ) by iterating the following equations
from t = 1 to T :

ht = φ(Wxhxt +Whhht−1 + bh) (3)
yt = Whyht + by (4)

where Wxh, Whh and Why are the input-hidden, hidden-
hidden and hidden-output weight matrices. bh and by are the
hidden and output bias vectors. φ(·) is the activation function
and can be implemented by LSTM block with equations in
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Graves 2012).

To yield the compact representations of textual and acous-
tic information for each syllable, we use a bottleneck layer
which has relatively smaller number of hidden units com-
pared with the other hidden layers in the network.

Modeling Correlations with Multi-task Learning.
Based on our findings in the previous section, we find that
emphasis and focus are highly related with each other. This
finding inspires us to incorporate focus and emphasis detec-
tion in the MTL framework. With MTL, the two tasks can
share what they learn (the probability of focus and empha-
sis) to reinforce the detection performance of each other.

To learn the parameters of our model, we use the mini-
batch-based adaptive gradient algorithm. In each iteration,
a task t is selected randomly, and the model is updated ac-
cording to the task-specific objective. This is actually to min-
imize the sum of two single-task objectives.

Intention Prominence Prediction

As described in the previous section, the task for inten-
tion prominence prediction can be viewed as a classifica-
tion problem. The purpose is to derive the class labels given
a set of feature variables s = {P (fc|tji ), P (ec|aji ), li}ji for
each syllable of the utterances where P (fc|tji ) and P (ec|aji )
are the probability of focus and emphasis for each syllable
respectively, and li is the location information (i and j are
the utterance and syllable identity respectively). Previous re-
search indicates a more accurate modeling of the feature de-
pendencies leads to improved classification accuracy (Fried-
man et al. 1997). This means the performance of a classi-
fier may be improved if the learning procedure takes into
account the correlations between features. Although LSTM
can model the long short-term contextual dependencies, it
cannot handle the feature correlations. As for this problem,
Bayesian network (BN) is capable to learn the dependencies
between different features. Therefore, we use this model for
intention prominence prediction.
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Figure 5: Comparison of results using different modalities.

By using the MTL framework, the learned probabilities of
focus and emphasis have revealed the feature correlations.
Besides, both of them are also correlated with geographic
features. To derive the class label for each syllable, we use
a feature vector V = {v1, v2, ..., vT }. In the BN for our
problem, each feature of V is a node and edges between
pairs of nodes represent direct correlations between features.
For example, an edge from vi to vj implies vi is the parent of
vj in the BN, and the influence of vj on the assessment of the
class variable also depends on the value of vi. Then the joint
probability distribution (JPD) can be calculated as P (V ) =
Πv∈V p(v|pa(v)) where pa(v) is the parent of v. Finally, the
structure can be learned with the BN search algorithm. In
this paper, we use the tree augmented naive Bayes (TAN)
search algorithm which attempts to maximize the Bayesian
score metrics to learn the network structure.

To obtain the intention prominence of ui, we simply cal-
culate argmax

D
j
i
P (Dj

i |s)(1 ≤ j ≤ Ni) using P (V ) with:
P (Dj

i |s) = P (V )/P (s) ∝ P (V ) =
∏
v∈V

p(v|pa(v)) (5)

Figure 6: Comparison of results using single task and multi-
task learning (MTL) for focus and emphasis detection.

Figure 7: Influence of unlabeled data with different scales.

Experiments

In this section, we present extensive of experimental results
to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.

Figure 8: Differences of intention understanding among dif-
ferent people.

Experimental setup

Data set. We established a benchmark data set from a
real-world speech interaction system, Sogou Voice Assis-
tant, for predicting intention prominence. The raw data set
includes 135,566 Mandarin utterances recorded in 2013.

Due to the massive scale of our data set, manually la-
beling the focus, emphasis and intention prominence is not
only label-intensive, but also time-consuming. Hence, we
randomly selected 2,000 utterances from the data set and la-
beled the focus, emphasis and intention prominence for each
utterance (the detailed labeling method is introduced in the
previous section). Beside the labeled data, the large scale of
unlabeled data are also adopted to train SAEs to get the ro-
bust representations of the input.

Features. For focus detection, 48 dimensional textual fea-
tures, including 6 dimensional pronunciation features and
42 dimensional prosodic features that are broadly adopted
for Mandarin speech synthesis (Kang 2010) are used. The
pronunciation features include the current, the previous, the
next syllable and their tones. The prosodic units are from
five levels: syllable, prosodic word, prosodic phrase, intona-
tional phrase and sentence. These features can be divided
into two types: one type of features are used to describe
the forward or backward position of prosodic units (e.g.
SYL fwd pos in PW is the forward position of the current
syllable in the prosodic word), the other to denote the length
of the subunits that the current, the previous, the next units
contain (e.g. SYL num in PW is the number of syllables in
the current prosodic word).

As for emphasis detection, according to previous works,
we find that emphasis usually has higher F0, longer dura-
tion and higher energy (Tamburini 2003). Besides, research
shows the change of semitone is consistent with the distance
of auditory perception (Zhao 2011). This indicates empha-
sis may be also closely related with semitone. Thus, we also
choose semitone as one feature. Therefore, the features for
emphasis detection are summarized as F0 related features
(the mean, minimum, maximum and range of log F0), en-
ergy related features (mean, minimum and maximum val-
ues), duration as well as semitone feature.

Finally, we use focus by text and emphasis by speech to-
gether with location information to predict intention promi-
nence of each utterance.

Comparison methods. To evaluate the effectiveness of
our proposed method LSTM+BN, we compare the perfor-
mance of focus and emphasis detection as well as intention
prominence prediction with some well-known methods, in-
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Table 1: Comparison of results using different models.

Models Focus Emphasis Intention Prominence
Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure Precision Recall F1-measure

SVM 0.390 0.608 0.475 0.308 0.009 0.017 0.627 0.618 0.621
BN 0.704 0.760 0.731 0.462 0.272 0.343 0.797 0.789 0.791

CRF 0.724 0.755 0.739 0.457 0.036 0.066 0.769 0.754 0.761
LSTM 0.763 0.755 0.759 0.605 0.568 0.575 0.792 0.803 0.797

LSTM+BN - - - - - - 0.868 0.865 0.866

cluding SVM (Chang and Lin 2011), BN (Ning et al. 2015),
CRF (Zang et al. 2014) and LSTM (Graves 2012).

Evaluation metrics. In all the experiments, we evalu-
ate the performance in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-
measure (Powers 2011). All the results reported in this paper
were based on 5-fold cross validation.

Experimental Results

Performance. Table 1 lists the prediction performance
on intention prominence by comparison methods. From the
results, we can draw the following conclusions. 1) Using
LSTM only can achieve good performance in terms of F1-
measure compared with other machine learning methods
such as SVM, BN and CRF, indicating the contextual de-
pendencies are important; compared with CRF, LSTM can
better leverage the contextual dependencies for modeling. 2)
When LSTM is combined with BN, the performance has im-
proved significantly (6.9-24.5% in terms of F1-measure), in-
dicating the feature dependencies cannot be ignored as well.
3) The results by SVM are worse than other methods. One
of the reason might be due to the poor capability of handling
the imbalanced distribution between focus or emphasis and
neutral segments while other methods are less affected by
this factor. The experimental results demonstrate the contex-
tual dependencies and feature dependencies are both impor-
tant, and our model can better capture these dependencies to
enhance the performance. Next we will further analyse the
experimental results from the following two aspects.

1) Modality contribution analysis: To evaluate the con-
tribution of different modalities (focus by text, emphasis by
speech and location), we conduct a series of experiments
with different combinations of modalities. Experimental re-
sults are illustrated in Figure 5. As can be seen that the per-
formance of using focus or emphasis is higher than using
location, indicating that when predicting intention promi-
nence, focus by text or emphasis by speech may be more
crucial than location. Besides, when we use the combina-
tion of focus and emphasis for prediction, it achieves much
higher performance than use focus only, and emphasis can
enhance the performance by 2.8%. Moreover, when the lo-
cation factor is considered by combining information from
all modalities, the performance is further improved by 3%.
These results validate the necessity and effectiveness of tak-
ing focus, emphasis and location for consideration.

2) Multi-task learning (MTL) effect: Figure 6 shows the
comparison results of using MTL and single task for focus
and emphasis detection respectively. From this figure, we
can see that when MTL is adopted, the performance of both
tasks are improved. One of the main reasons might be the

Table 2: Comparison of CPU time for different models.
Models SVM BN CRF LSTM+BN

CPU time (s) 1.803
×104

6.8
2.229
×102

1.7520
×104

Table 3: Experimental results of the top-10 coverage ratio of
the original utterances and intention prominence.

Coverage Ratio CI
Original Utterances 65.25% [0.607,0.697]

Intention Prominence 72.25% [0.687,0.758]

distribution of focus and emphasis in our data set. The re-
lation patterns between focus and emphasis indicates that
they are highly related with each other, which verifies the
rationality of using MTL. Besides, more improvement can
be found for emphasis detection than focus detection. The
reason might be that emphasis is more dependent on focus.
Where there is a focus, there is more likely to be an emphasis
near it, but not vice-versa.

Scalability. To verify the effectiveness of large-scale un-
labeled data, we use different scale of unlabeled data for
preprocessing. In Figure 7, as the scale of unlabeled data
increase, the performance gets better gradually. When it ex-
ceeds 80% of the total amount (about 100,000 utterances),
the performance reaches convergence. Thus, we conduct ex-
periments on a data set containing 100,000 utterances.

Efficiency. Besides effectiveness, we also consider their
efficiency performance. Table 2 lists the training time of
each model. The results show that our model is still reason-
able (about 5 hours) while it achieves the best performance.

Practicability

Since it is very difficult to find an objective way to evalu-
ate the whole results, we would like to present an interesting
real practice to validate the effectiveness of our method. To
demonstrate that our model has prominent effect in helping
understanding user intention, we carefully designed 32 orig-
inal utterances, each of which has a different structure. Then
we used our method to predict the intention prominence of
each utterance. Both the original utterances and the corre-
sponding intention prominence were provided to 10 sub-
jects. The subjects were asked to search on the Sogou search
engine with them, respectively, and gave a top-10 coverage
ratio (Inkpen 2007) for each utterance. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Table 3, where the confidence intervals at
confidence level 0.95 (α = 0.95) are also given. It can be
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learned from the table that the accuracy of using intention
prominence has been improved significantly, which demon-
strates that users commonly agree the search responses ob-
tained by using our method is much better than using origi-
nal utterances directly.

Besides, we also investigated the differences of inten-
tion understanding among different users. From Figure 8,
we can see that for the same 32 utterances, the coverage
ratios of responses are quite different both for the original
utterances and intention prominence, demonstrating differ-
ent users have different understandings towards the inten-
tion conveyed by the same utterance. However, 9 out of the
10 users agree that the cases using intention prominence are
more consistent with the real intention understandings. This
indicates the efficiency of the proposed method.

Conclusions

To address the challenges in speech interaction systems,
considering the influence of speech information on interac-
tion, in this paper, we defined Intention Prominence (IP) as
the semantic combination of focus by text and emphasis by
speech, and proposed a multi-task deep learning framework
which integrated the textual and acoustic information to pre-
dict IP. Experiments on a real-world data set validate the
contribution of focus by text and emphasis by speech, and
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. In future, we
will mine more speech information to improve the harmo-
niousness of speech interaction systems.
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